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**Executive Summary**

Establishing a High Commissioner for Future Generations at Rio+20 will contribute to humanity’s wellbeing by bringing a long-term planning approach into the core of the UN activities. The creation of such an institution is both necessary and feasible. The creation of the High Commissioner is supported by an ethical and moral rationale and the existence of legal instruments that already refer to the interests of future generations but do not provide for an institution to actually implement such interests. The High Commissioner is expected to advocate for intergenerational equity in UN activities, promote the realization of the right to a healthy environment, and enhance considerations of intergenerational equity in sustainable development implementation. The set of functions and powers of the High Commissioner could be developed in a time-bound process, though necessary authority should be granted from the very beginning of the institution’s creation. There are several options available with regard to the institutional “home” of the High Commissioner, such as creating the office as a part of the proposed Sustainable Development Council or High Level Forum, or under the Secretary-General, or as a subsidiary organ of General Assembly. By establishing the High Commissioner for Future Generations, the Rio+20 Conference has a unique opportunity to bring the necessary leadership, moral authority and inspirational direction to safeguard the rights and interests of future generations.

I. Introduction

Humanity is on the threshold of irreversible environmental degradation, whose threat to ecosystems and environmental health is as serious today as was the question of peace during the post-WWII period. It has been proposed that a High Commissioner for Future Generations should be created in order to address this threat for both present and future generations. The outcome document of the Rio+20 Conference should explicitly define the steps that lead to the creation of such an international institution. Sustainable development implementation includes taking into account the interests and rights of future generations in accordance with the Brundtland Commission’s definition of sustainable development as development that meets the needs of present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

Why do we care about future generations? Future generations are an unrepresented part of humanity that do not live today but will be born in the foreseeable future. Future generations are “mute”: their existence is under threat, yet they cannot ask for remedies or protection. By making decisions today that will have a long-term effect on future generations, the present generation “unavoidably bear[s] the responsibility to include elements of intergenerational justice in current decision-making through representation of future generations.” Such representation can be made possible by establishing the High Commissioner for Future Generations.

The High Commissioner offers the international community several advantages. The Commissioner will provide checks and balances within the UN system by making decisions that have impacts on present and future generations, thus bringing coherence to current UN activities. Creating the institution is also cost-effective: by protecting generations today through the implementation of a long-term planning approach, we avoid expenditures future generations must otherwise bear. Moreover, the institution does not infringe national sovereignty of the Member States and will not add bureaucracy to the UN system. On the contrary, by promoting coherence, useless bureaucracy will be avoided. Furthermore, establishing the High Commissioner for Future Generations will raise the UN and Member...
States’ authority in the eyes of citizens. Importantly, the proposed office is expected to be small and thus will not be expensive to maintain.

II. ETHICAL RATIONALE FOR ESTABLISHING THE HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

The ethical rationale is premised on the idea that while a generation cannot know or control when it will be born, it is entitled to live on the planet in the time and place where conditions are good. Thus, “at any given time each generation [has to be] both custodian or trustee of the planet for future generations and [has a right to be] a beneficiary of its fruits.” This means that each generation has both rights and obligations with regard to the environment and to future generations. Present generations therefore must pass the planet on to future generations “in no worse condition than it received it.” As to rights, every generation has the right to resources and the biosphere in a condition that is “essential to the continued health of our planet and to the sustainability of our ecosystem.” A right to a healthy environment is thus at the core of the principle of intergenerational equity.

III. LEGAL DIMENSIONS OF INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY

Not only an ethical but also a legal rationale exists to justify establishing the High Commissioner for Future Generations. Several international legal instruments refer to the interests of future generations, as detailed in the Annex.

Furthermore, the Brundtland report “Our Common Future,” which first brought to international attention the definition of sustainable development, recognized the obligation of states “to ensure an adequate environment for present as well as future generations” as a step to sustainable development. The report also provided the first proposal to establish national ombudsmen for future generations that advocate for the rights of present and future generations and act as “environmental watchdogs.”

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) has also applied the principle of intergenerational equity, such as in its advisory opinion on the Use of Nuclear Weapons, when it considered impacts on future generations as an important factor. The court recognized that “[t]he destructive power of nuclear weapons cannot be contained in either space or time. . . Further, the use of nuclear weapons could be a serious danger to future generations.” Such danger not only threatens present generations and the environment, but also puts the very existence of future generations in jeopardy.

In Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros, Judge Weeramantry stated in a separate opinion that modern environmental law contains “the principle of trusteeship of earth resources [and] the principle of intergenerational rights.” In a dissenting opinion in Nuclear Tests, Judge Weeramantry wrote that a court should consider itself a “trustee of those rights.” Furthermore, his separate opinion in the Legal Status of Eastern Greenland asserted that respect for the inheritance of succeeding generation was an impetus to dictate rules and attitudes based on the concept of equitable sharing between present generations and for the benefit of future generations.

The link between human rights and the environment also provides a legal rationale to the establishment of a High Commissioner for Future Generations. To date, more than 140 countries have integrated the right to a healthy environment into their national constitutions.

The Stockholm Declaration articulated this connection in its Principle 1. (“Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in an environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being, and he bears a solemn responsibility to protect and improve the environment for present and future generations.”) Later on, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development in its Principle 1 proclaimed that “Human beings
are at the center of concerns for sustainable development,” and that “[t]hey are entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature.” The Rio Declaration re-affirms the linkage between human rights and the environment and elaborates procedural rights central to environmental decision-making: Principle 10 highlights the right to information, public participation, and access to justice; Principle 11 calls for effective environmental legislation; and Principle 17 mandates environmental impact assessments.

Recently, in its 19th session, the UN Human Rights Council (March 2012) decided to establish an Independent Expert on Human Rights and Environment.25 The connection between human rights and environment therefore has been re-affirmed by the international community. The success of the Rio+20 Conference depends on the explicit recognition of the right to a healthy environment to be reflected in the final agreement. There is much opportunity for collaboration between the recently established Special Procedure on Human Rights and Environment and the proposed High Commissioner for Future Generations.

On the national level, the interests, needs, and rights of future generations, the right to a healthy environment, and the concept of sustainable development have been addressed in numerous constitutional provisions23 and courts decisions,24 as well as by established institutions responsible for protecting future generations. The latter include the Brazilian Commission on Environment and Sustainable Development, Committee for the Future in Finland, Committee for Sustainable Development in Germany; Commission on Natural Resources, Environment and Natural Resources (Chile), National Commission on Future Generations (Israel), Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment (New Zealand), Environment and Sustainable Development Commissioner (Canada), Parliamentary Commissioner for Future Generations (Hungary). The Hungarian Parliamentary Commissioner for Future Generations is a unique and effective institution that could be considered a success story for protecting future generations.25 This example shows that protecting the rights and interests of future generations can work in practice.

IV. PRINCIPLES GUIDING THE HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

The following principles should inform the High Commissioner’s activities26:

a) Independence. The High Commissioner should be independently appointed within the UN system and he or she should be independent in exercising his or her powers.

b) Transparency. All of the High Commissioner’s activities should be transparent and allow broad participation of all stakeholders.27 All reports issued by the High Commissioner should be publicly available.28

c) Fairness and objectivity. The High Commissioner should give equal opportunity and weight to all arguments presented by stakeholders during the investigation.29

d) Professionalism. The Office of the High Commissioner should consist of highly trained professionals, who “are expected to comport with the highest standards of objectivity, ethics and professionalism.”30

e) Accessibility. The Office of the High Commissioner should be accessible through all communication lines to everyone, especially to vulnerable groups,31 and information should be provided in the language of the affected people.32

f) Effectiveness. The Office of the High Commissioner should keep track of the effectiveness of his/her activity and lessons learned for future activities. It should also receive feedback from stakeholders.33

g) Legitimacy. The High Commissioner’s office should have broad public support.34

h) Access to Information. The High Commissioner should have broad access to information with a limited number of exceptions.35
V. Options for Functions of the High Commissioner for Future Generations

The High Commissioner would consider the interests and needs of future generations alongside the needs and priorities of present generations. This section discusses various available options for functions, in the realization that the institution would refine its work by incorporating lessons learned. Some of these functions could be established at the outset in the High Commissioner’s mandate, while others could be gradually introduced over time.

The success of the Hungarian experience in establishing the Parliamentary Commissioner for Future Generations shows that mandates should include social, economic and environmental dimensions. Such a broad mandate will guarantee the effectiveness of the High Commissioner.

From the outset, the High Commissioner should possess sufficient functions and powers to effectively implement its mission. These could be expanded over time.

a) Advocate for Intergenerational Equity in UN Activities

The High Commissioner needs to ensure that all UN activities take into account the rights of future generations. One of its functions therefore could be to advocate for intergenerational equity within the UN system. This would require the High Commissioner to bring intergenerational equity issues to the attention of the UN Organs and to participate in treaty negotiations, in Conferences of the Parties of UN-administered treaties relating to SD, and in international agenda setting conferences. In addition, to effectively advocate for intergenerational equity in UN activities, the High Commissioner, as amicus curiae or as an interested third-party, could have a power to intervene in international dispute settlement.

It is crucial that the High Commissioner is involved in the treaty-, policy- and decision-making as early as possible. Such early participation will save time, money, and human resources and will be in conformity with the idea of good governance. The High Commissioner for Future Generations could also have a power of promoting the conclusion and ratification of conventions that protect future generations. The High Commissioner could “argue on behalf of future generations, hence bringing out the long-term implications of proposed action and presenting alternatives.” The High Commissioner would enjoy no veto power, but his or her opinions should be taken into account in decision-making.

The High Commissioner needs to identify, learn and understand problems faced by the global community in order to resolve these issues and promote a long-term planning approach in present policy and decision-making at international and national levels. For this, the High Commissioner could have full access to information and the power to engage in a dialogue with UN bodies and organs “on how their norms and procedures address future generations.” Possessing such power and information will ensure transparency and effectiveness in protecting present and future generations.

The High Commissioner could have the power to identify threats to intergenerational equity resulting from UN activities. Thus, the High Commissioner could identify and investigate gaps, weaknesses, and impairment of intergenerational equity in current legislation and in activities taking place in international fora, making his/her reports publicly available. Such power would make implementing sustainable development and the right to a healthy environment more effective.

The High Commissioner could also have the power to request advisory opinions from the IGI. The High Commissioner could be empowered to ask states to refrain from acting contrary to intergenerational equity and to propose remedies. The High Commissioner could have the power to initiate legal action if the violations continue. These functions would contribute to ensuring that the rights and interests of
future generations are properly taken into account in UN activities.

**b) Promote the Realization of the Right to a Healthy Environment in the Interest of Future Generations**

The promotion of the right to a healthy environment could be a part of the High Commissioner’s mandate. The High Commissioner could **identify the substantive content of the right to a healthy environment as it relates to future generations.** Possessing expertise in protecting future generations, the High Commissioner would understand the environmental sciences and the dependence of human beings on a healthy environment, as well as the economic and social perspective of these issues. For this purpose, the High Commissioner should have access to experts who will track scientific progress and will provide the High Commissioner’s Office with the knowledge and expertise necessary to properly balance environmental, social and economic concerns. With the help of experts, the High Commissioner could also contribute to the policy-science interface by raising awareness of the condition of the global environment. The High Commissioner could identify and assess threats to a healthy environment and propose alternatives to decisions and actions that could endanger ecologically healthy environments and sustainability for present and future generations. He or she could propose goals and actions that will best protect and improve the health of the planet for present and future generations.

Over time, the High Commissioner for Future Generations, in order to contribute to enhancing accountability with respect to the rights and interests of future generations, could also perform the functions of a **complaint officer.** Establishing an effective grievance mechanism through the “complaint officer” function would provide the international community with several **advantages.** First, effective grievance mechanisms provide transparent, predictable, and credible processes to all parties involved and leads to outcomes that are fair, lasting and effective. Second, such mechanisms build trust between stakeholders. Third, they prompt the identification of trends and emerging issues and induce corrective actions. Moreover, stakeholders will act in advance to improve environmental and human rights standards in order to avoid painful and expensive remedies and the “naming and shaming” in reports. Over time, the High Commissioner could also be empowered to receive complaints from NGOs and affected persons of violations of the right to a healthy environment. A complaint should be classified in terms of its seriousness, which will be determined by priorities set based on the seriousness of the issue. Seriousness depends on the gravity of potential or actual impact on present and future generations. After examining the complaint, the High Commissioner could give recommendations, whose implementation should be monitored.

**c) Enhance Consideration of Intergenerational Equity in Sustainable Development Implementation**

The High Commissioner for Future Generations could **provide advice in relation to technical assistance,** including legal and judicial reform for effective integration of intergenerational equity and the right to a healthy environment in sustainable development implementation. Upon request, the High Commissioner could offer UN organs and organizations, specialized agencies, and Member States advice on how to implement existing international commitments. Upon request of civil society and governments, the High Commissioner could support building up the capacity of national institutions on matters that fall within the scope of the High Commissioner’s mission. For this purpose, he or she could provide guidance on creating institutions aimed at protecting the rights of future generations and offer information on the best practices.

**Capacity-building for innovation at international, national, and subnational levels** is crucial for the successful achievement of the High Commissioner’s goals. The High Commissioner could identify
best practices in protecting future generations by drawing on international and national experience and promote these practices within UN activities. Upon request, the High Commissioner could provide national authorities and NGOs with advice in implementing best practices, help establish national ombudspersons for future generations, and convene events for sharing best practices.78

The High Commissioner could also promote vertical and horizontal information exchange,79 involving collaboration between legislators, national institutions, the public, governments, international organizations, as well as UN bodies to develop and strengthen UN organs’ capacity and Member States’ capacities at the national level.80 This would help the High Commissioner ensure that the best practices are carried out.81 The High Commissioner could also promote and encourage independent research to deepen the understanding his or her mission.82 Moreover, the High Commissioner could report annually and on a specific theme83 about “the progress and challenges in implementation” of his or her mission.84 Reports should become publicly available85 and should encourage compliance by “naming and shaming” the violators and prevent future violations.86

The High Commissioner could promote public participation in protecting future generations87 through specialized UN agencies and bodies. In order to carry out this duty, the High Commissioner should encourage governments and the public to submit their comments and recommendations on matters falling within the mission of the High Commissioner.88 Through such a mechanism, he or she will earn trust both from governments and the public.89 This will encourage States to consider a long-term planning approach in their decision-making.90 The mechanism will also bring the interests of future generations into consideration during the decision-making processes well before laws are actually enacted.91

Education and information exchange would make important functions and powers of the High Commissioner.92 Naturally, since he or she will deal with protecting unborn future generations, public awareness of the rights of future generations should be raised around the globe and should be passed on to future generations. For this purpose, the High Commissioner should develop and coordinate with UN educational and informational programs relevant to the High Commissioner’s mission.93

VI. OPTIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL “HOME”

There are a number of options available for the institutional ‘home’ of the High Commissioner. One option is to create it as a subsidiary organ of the General Assembly with the obligation to annually report to the General Assembly.94 Another option is to house the High Commissioner within the Office of the Secretary General, building on the examples provided by the Special Advisor on the Prevention of Genocide. Yet another option is to create the Office of the High Commissioner within the Economic and Social Council with the view to periodic reporting to the proposed Sustainable Development Forum or Council. The latter option could provide added value and a broader perspective to the proposed Forum or Council by allowing for proactive work with different UN organs and affiliated organizations and bringing visibility to the issues at the highest level.

VII. CONCLUSION

There is a need to establish the High Commissioner for Future Generations to protect the rights and interests of future generations. The time is ripe for the establishment of a High Commissioner for Future Generations, building on developments relating to intergenerational equity, the linkage between human rights and environment, and the reference to the interests and needs of future generations in numerous international legal instruments. Importantly, establishing the High Commissioner for Future Generations is feasible. Indeed, humanity already has
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sufficient experience with the tools necessary to protect present and future generations, including in the context of sustainable development. Finally, establishing the High Commissioner for Future Generations would break the cycle of short-term minded decision-making and provide a tool for the consideration of long-term perspectives for the benefit of future generations.

ANNEX: International instruments directly or indirectly involving the rights and interests of future generations:
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